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Stephen Hawking comes to 












While the Center for 
Performing Arts will 
be packed 
with people eager to hear world-
renowned scientist and cosmolo-
gist Stephen Hawking, he will be 
meeting with San Jose State 
University




wanted  an 
audi-
ence with 
people  with disabili-
ties," said Savander Parker, coor-
dinator of retention services for 
SJSU's 
Disability Resource 




 ask questions and a 
chance to speak to them on 
liv-




 to meet with 
students
 with disabilities at lec-




 to Parker. Several uni-
versities were approached
 by the 
Institute for 
Science, 
Engineering and Public Policy 
but SJSU responded first and 
"very positively,"
 said Terry 
Briston, president
 of the insti-
tute.  
Hawking, who
 suffers from 
amyotrophic
 lateral sclerosis, 
also known as Lou 
Gehrig's dis-
ease, has 
accomplished  much 
despite his disability. 
The dis-
ease is a motor neuron disease 
that  breaks down a person's
 abil-
ity to move. 
Unable to speak 
without great difficulty, 
Hawking 
communicates  through 
a 
computer 
system  which 
is a 








and theory, and is a professor of 
mathematics at Cambridge 
University in 
England, a posi-
tion Sir Isaac Newton once held. 




 the theory on black 
holes and the structure of 
space 
and
 time. He has written several 













































 is an 
educational  pro-






















major, went to the 
Student Union looking for 
lunch. He left 
with the taste of 
oranges 
lingering in his 
mouth.
 
Mitchell was one of more 
than 50 students who partici-
pated 
in the "NCAA Football 




progress  to the 
regional playoffs, where he will 
compete for a 
trip to the 
Orange Bowl. 
"NCAA '99" is 
the latest col-
lege football game from the 
video game 
publisher.
 As the 





 at the 
Western 
Division playoffs on 
Dec. 10 at 
Electronic  Arts in 
Redwood Shores. 
"I didn't think I'd win," 
Mitchell said. 
"I was just com-
ing to eat (when




 of the tour-
nament had Mitchell facing off 




 Garcia took an 
early lead in the game and 
kept
 Mitchell at bay for the 
first three
 quarters. It looked 
as if Garcia was 
going to be the 
winner as he was leading
 42-35 
with less than a minute left to 
play. Surprisingly, Mitchell 
landed a long pass for the 
touchdown. 
Not content to 
simply  tie the 
game, Mitchell took a risk on a 
two -point conversion.
 It paid 
off. When the dust settled, 
Mitchell had won 43-42. 
"You might as 
well let it all 
ride on a single play," Mitchell 
said, referring to the conver-
sion attempt. 
Mitchell said Garcia played 
well but made the mistake of 
repetition. 
"He  kept throwing (the ball) 
over the middle," Mitchell
 said. 
Scott Gomel, an 
Electronic 
Arts representative, said this 
was the first year the 
company
 
had run the tournament. He 
said it served a dual purpose 
for the company. It was a way 
to promote the game and have
 
fun, but it was also a way to 
attract possible recruits for 
internship and game testing 
positions. 
"We are actively 
recruiting 
students," Gomel said. "I'd like 
to get as many athletes work-
ing on the games
 as possible. 
Their feedback is great." 
Mitzi McGilvray, a producer 
at Electronic Arts, said the 
See Game, page 3 
Marvin Dulay (left) 
and  Jason Torres compete 
in the Sony 
Playstation  video game "NCAA
 Football '99" Thursday
 in the Loma 
Competition
 too 
By Jeremiah Oskar' 
',tail [decor 
After a few hours of playing 























myself  to the 




 me to 













Room of the Student Union. Both qualified 
for early rounds of 




 the Loma Prieta 
Room of the Student 
Union  
thinking I would 
at least be able 
to 
compete with my fellow 
Spartans.
 Although I had never 
played 
this particular
 game, I 
figured
 it could not
 be all that 
different from 
others I had 
played. 
For the last year or so, I have
 
played "Madden 64" on the 
Nintendo 64 video game system 
more than 200 times, and if!
 do 
say so myself,! am pretty freak-
ing good. With this experience 
nestled nicely under my belt, I 























a result, its citizens are 
suffering.  
Political science lecturer 
Constantine Danopoulos








republic, which has led 
up to 
its 




















 not want 
Kosovo 
to
 be independent 
because
 they fear it will join 
Albania," 
Danopoulos  said. 
"Autonomy is the
 only solution, 
but it may not happen." 
Danopoulos' history 
gave a 
background  and introduction to 
what All Harris, who works for 
the San
 Jose Peace Center, had 
to say. She spoke
 about the con-






















during  a 
speech
 to 





























homes  and 
their 
pos-























































when  troops 
surround a 
village in order

































































between  19 
SJSU 










seniors  and 
juniors. 
Shadow refers




 with the 
college students
 in the class. 
The 
SJSU  students
 in the 





 a frame for a 
go-
kart  project that 
can  be mass 
produced. They 
acted  as mentors 
for 
the visiting Wilcox students 
and showed them the various 
processes their project goes 
through in order to be complet-
ed. 
"The  college students  were 
gracious and donated their time 
to talk to the
 students," said Dr. 
Austin 
Lucero, director

















 is a 
program
 that Lucero
 created to 
help give Wilcox
 students the 
skills 
they  would 
need  to make 
a 
good  living 
outside
















as an answer 
to the fact 
that 85 
percent
 of the kids in the 
United States




Through  his 
program,  Lucero 
hopes 
to
 give these students
 the 
skills 




 pay them 
well. 
The event, 











 to the 
division  of 
tech-




 with Wilcox High 
School. 
"Hopefully, we want to get 
that 85 
percent  of students who 
do not go to 
college  to consider 
college," 
said Dr. Seth Bates, 
chairman
 of the department of 
technology. "The 
idea is that high 
school students need to experi-
ence shadowing people at work 
and at 
colleges.  They can see how 
the stuff they are learning is 




One of the mentors, Mike
 
Perreira, said he enjoyed taking 
part in the event 
"I'm involved in the design of 
the go-kart frame. Design is real-
ly flashy
 because the students 
can see the images on the com-
puter screen and they get to 
visualize it," Perreira said."! also 
showed the students a drawing 
of the design I did and showed 
them part drawings that go into 
the frame. Afterwards, I gave 
them a tour of the Industrial 
Building
 and the campus." 
Elly Crain, a 17 -year
-old 
senior and
 one of the students 
Perreira 
mentored,  said the 
event went well. 
"This was 
really neat because 
you get to see what college stu-
dents are doing," Crain said. "If 
this mentor 
program  continued, 
it would help a lot of 
students." 
She was also impressed by the 
designs Perreira showed her
 for 
the go-kart frame. 
"I can't wait to see what 
it 
looks like 
when it comes out," 
Crain said. 
Other 
students  from 
the 
school




 at first. 
































Voorhees  has made to 
society. 
Donning his hockey 
mask with the red trian-
gle painted between the 
eyes and armed with his 
trademark machete, this 
man has set out
 to rid the 
world of the dumbest 
teen-agers to have ever 
graced the movie screen. 
His work ethic is 
unparalleled 




every  time he
 slaughters 
a counselor at 
Camp
 Crystal Lake. In the seven 
out of nine "Friday the
 13th" movies he has 
appeared  in, he has never complained about his 
job 
or the injuries that result from it.
 
Jason hks been hacked to pieces, tied 
to a 
rock at 
the bottom of a lake, set on fire, eaten 
away by toxic waste, skewered by nails, shot 
countless times, and




 is part of an exclusive club of big screen 
slasher movie killers. With him are Michael 
Myers 
from the "Halloween" movies, Freddy 
Krueger in the "Nightmare on Elm Street" 
series of films, Leatherface from the 'Texas 
Chainsaw
 Massacre' gorefests and the newest 
addition, the 
killers
 in the "Scream" films. 
The father of them 
all is Norman Bates, from 
"Psycho."
 He was the first deranged killer to 
make a killing on the big screen, but Jason was 
the one who rose above all the others. He did for 
hockey masks what Monica Lewinsky did for 
cigars. 
Not only 
that,  but Jason has the highest kills 
per  minute (kpms) of any 
slasher
 movie killer. 
In "Friday the 13th 
Part
 VI, Jason Lives," he 
achieved 
an unmatched one kill every three 
minutes. He decapitated, hacked,
 crushed, 
speared, eviscerated, gutted, 
stabbed,
 impaled, 
chopped, blended, pureed, 
etc.
 his victims using 
machetes, axes, spears, 
knives,  hooks, shears, 
tourniquets,  arrows, pitchforks, shovels and 
even his own bare 
hands  to rid the world of sex -
crazed and 
drunken  camp counselors. 
Many teen-agers have 
grown up with Jason 
Voorhees, the little 
boy  who drowned in a lake 
because of the carelessness of camp counselors 
and came back as a 
completely  pissed -off zom-
bie. "Friday the 13th" movies were 
a teen-age 
rite of passage.
 To prove your worth, you had to 
rent
 one of the films. No matter how many times 
you jumped 
during  the movie, there  was a safe-
ty net to it. It was all fake,
 and when it was over, 
all you had to do 
was  push the rewind button. 
Yet, Jason taught us many 
things. 
No matter 
how  fast you run, the killer can 
match your speed by just walking. 
If there is a dark 
room  and you hear a 
strange noise from it, do 
not investigate. 
*Whoever gets laid
 also dies. 
'The bra size of the female victim 
is directly 
related to the 
quality
 of her death. 
The killer will always know where you are 
going to be at any given time. 
If you hear that 
creepy kill -kill -kill -kill 
music, your life
 is about to end. 
I can still remember the first time I 
saw
 one 
of these movies. It was scary at first, like a roller 
coaster, 
but boy was the ride fun. 
Shane Lewis is a Spartan Daily senior staff 
editor His column appears every Friday. 
On Iraq, Clinton
 is all talk and no 
action 
president
 Theodore Roosevelt once 
said, "Speak 
softly  and carry a big 
stick." 
President Clinton's
 version seems to go 
something like this: "Shout at the top of 
your lungs and carry a big stick 
even 
though  you never really intend to use it.' 
Clinton is once again threatening to 
use force to make Saddam Hussein com-
ply with United Nations decrees to 
destroy his weapons of mass 
destruction.  
Recent history is about to repeat itself 
In February, a scenario nearly identical 
to what
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 a vital U.S. 
interest  at 
stake? Will we commit sufficient 
resources to win?
 Will we sustain the 
commitment?
 Are the objectives clearly 
defined? Is there reasonable expectation 
that the public and Congress will support 





Weinberger  Doctrine, no 
American 
forces  should be sent into com-
bat unless the answer to all six questions 
above is a resounding 
"yes."
 
place. Hussein refused to let U.N. 
),,, .s 
The magazine cited 
the Persian Gulf 
weapons inspectors do their jobs. Clinton 
War as an example of a conflict which 
threatened military action. He sent 
met the Weinberger litmus test and 
troops, ships and planes to the Gulf region. 
Vietnam as a war which 
did  not. 
He also sent garbled message after garbled riles- 
Clinton should sit down with Secretary of 
sage, the sum total of which seemed to be,
 "By gosh- Defense William Cohen, his 
generals  and his admi-
darn 
golly,  Saddam, you better stop doing that right rahr, apply 
the
 Weinberger Doctrine to the current 
now or else!" 
situation and engage in some in-depth talks and 
According to Air Force magazine, the Clinton soul-searching 
before he opens his mouth again. 
administration's stated objective changed 
several
 The situation, as it stands now, flunks the 
times, from 




and biological weapons to merely hinder- The objective
 is clear as mud and Clinton shows 
ing said ability to toppling Hussein completely. The 
no signs of having the spine to sustain the commit -
administration was also sending warnings that mil- ment. 
itary strikes would follow if the objective - whatev- The only questions which rate 
affirmative 
er it was - was not met. 
answers are the ones dealing with vital interest* 
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright was quot-
 (oil) and exhausting other options. 
ed in the magazine as saying that "toppling
 Saddam The Iraqi leader is certainly no saint. 
requires a far vaster commitment of military  force This is the man who once unleashed chemical 
and a far greater risk" than the United States was 
weapons  on his own people. 
wining 
to take on. 
This is the man who provoked the Gulf
 War with 
With all this talk and no action, it's easy to see
 
his
 August 1990 invasion and subjugation of a 
why Hussein declared victory after the United neighboring sovereign state, Kuwait. 
States settled for
 his recycled promises that he'd 
He 
alone  is responsible 
for bringing
 death and 
open his country to U.N. inspection - promises destruction upon
 his
 people by way of the U.N. Banc -
which 
were 
not  worth the paper they were printed 
tions imposed on his country 
after  the war. 
on - and why he and others perceive the United This, however, does not excuse Clinton's vacilla-




 Clinton administration should take 
He should not threaten 
Iraq
 with force unless he 
a page from President Reagan's secretary of defense,
 has the stones to follow 
through 
on his talk. 
Caspar  Weinberger. 
It's time for President
 Clinton to put up or 
shut
 
In 1984, Weinberger spelled out several criteria up. 
for sending American forces  into combat, according 
Kevin W. Hecteman
 is the Spartan
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the kids I 
work 
with are cool  and 
laid
 











 the decks 
- 
but 
having to work a 
third 






surrendering  to the call of 
these lovely 
young men
 and women, the 
ever
 so mesmerizing 
Visa whores,












 It is a whole holiday,
 a non -materialistic 
gathering of 
loved  ones simply to chill 
out.
 It is a 
holiday to spend
 time together, not worry 
about 
buying and choosing and 
buying  and swiping 
and swiping and swiping.
 Whoa, I was getting a 
little nostalgic there. 
See, before credit cards, I saved my money for 
Christmas. I had my summer job at the pool and 
I didn't need to buy 
expensive  gifts for my 
friends or plane tickets to visit them at their col-
leges. 
But my freshman year, I traded my name for 
the free T-shirt, and got my very own credit card. 
It so happened Christmas was right around the 
corner. Swiping felt a little weird at first. I felt 
bad each time I did it for the first three 
months
 
I had my card. I would swipe it, my throat would 
thicken and then my stomach would tighten, 
and
 I would walk away from the cash register 
feeling
 depleted. 
It was all over 
when  I moved to New Orleans 
my junior year. 
I was far away from 
home and 
living
 in a city that 
doesn't have a last
 call." 
People
 don't rush out of the
 bars at 2 a.m. They 
keep




 limited to 
students





crystal  meth. 
Now 
I am getting 
over the addiction.
 It is not 
getting worse,
 but my credit 
palate  is stained. It 
is 
too late for me. 
I let materialism 
get the better 
of my brain
 and now 
I must repent.
 I used 
spending  to fill the 
empty hole in 
my
 life. I 
ignored the 
economic  truth that








 replaces it. 
Once 
your 
needs  of security, 
health,








I am working my 




of debt, mostly from
 all the sushi I 
ate
 when I lived
 in New 
Orleans,  but also 
for a 
bunch
 of other 
crap
 I could do 
without. 
I am on the





like 40 days 
left
 before I'm out
 of here. But 
I'm 
trapped.




made  my 
sophomore
 year due
 to the lack 
of 
monetary
 advice I 
received  when I 




















































Chinese Mandarin Bible 
Fellowship 
Songs, 
life sharing and 
refresh-
ments from 2 - 4 p.m. an the 
Student
 Union's Montalvo Room.
 
For more 














$5.  For more 
information,
 call 
Blaine or Bob 
at 264-4219. 
Chinese  Campus Fellowship 
Read and Learn Part III from 
2.30 
- 4:30 p.m. in the Student 
Union's Montalvo Room. For
 more 




Stress, health and wellness 
workshops from 3 - 4 p.m. in the 
Administration Building Room 201. 
For more information, call Jill 
Steinberg, Ph.D. or Denise Luther -
Hadley, M.A. at 924-8910. 




 Who's Who Award  
for 
Outstanding Students. Deadline is 
Nov.
 20. Forms are 
available
 in the 
Student Cite Center. For 
more
 infor-




Theatre  Department 
"The Heidi Chronicles" at 7 p.m. 
at the University 
Theatre
 located in 
Hugh Gillis 
Hall.  For more informa-
tion, call 
Mary  Gibboney at 924-
4555.  
&BID School of Music and 
Danes 
"Denceworke 
professional  dance 
concert
 at 7 p.m. in the Dance 
Studio Theater, 
located  in SPX 
Room 219. 
Tickets
 are $6 for Stu-
dent. and 
seniors and $10 for oth-
ers. For more 
information,  call Jay 
at 924-5046. 
Saturday  
&TRU School of 




concert at 7 p.m. 
in the Dance 
Studio Theater,  located in SPX 
Room 219. Tickets are $6 for stu-
dents and senior@ and 
$10  for oth-



















 For more 
informa-
tion,
 call Mary 














 For more 
information,
 call 












from 3 - 4 
p.m.  in the Health 
Building  Room 
206. For more
 infor-


































 4 p.m. 
in the 
























Who's  Who 
Award  for 
Outstanding
 Students
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with  Leuer to the
 Editor 
A Letter to the 
Editor  is  200-werd response to an lame 
or point orris., 
that  has appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
Subraletione become the 
property  el' the Spartan Daily 
and may bs edited br 
claritg pannar, libel and 
lengtk 
sulimiselemi mama 
eentais the endow% MM. eadron, 
/hese senhon *ashore end melee 
Submissions 
may be put In the Icibers
 to the Ildbm boa 
at the Spartan 
Daily Mae in Dwight







SDAILYEbecejsu.edu  or 
mailed  to the 
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event  was 
created
 by 











also  a graduate of 
SJSU with 
a degree in 
English 
who 
is also seeking 
her master's 
degrees in 
Teaching  English to 







and  I 
want  students 
to see how 
this 
program  would 
benefit  them," 
Kappler said. "I want them to 
know
 what San Jose State 
University has to offer." 
If everything goes 
well,  this 
mentor 
program
 could become a 
fixture for the divison of technol-
ogy. 




Wilcox," Bates said. "We would 
like 
to have them come here 
every semester. After today, we 
just 
realized that some of our 
students can go to the high 
school as mentors and tutors." 
By the end of the event, Bates 
said the reaction from the high 
school students was very posi-
tive. 
"We're going to try to show 
them the go-kart project when
 
it's finished,"
 Bates said with a 
smile. "The Wilcox students 











from page 1 
figured "NCAA Football 99" 
could not be all that hard. After 
all, they are made by the same 
company and they work on the 
same principle, don't they? 
As I soon found
 out, these 
games are not as similar as I 
had hoped. 
Not  to say "NCAA" is 
all that hard, it is just not at all 
what I 
was used to, but I digress. 
I was the first person in line, 
promptly at noon,
 to sign up for 
the tournament  the winner of 
which would earn a trip to the 
Orange Bowl in Miami and face 
off with the winners from 31 
other schools. The Orange Bowl 
will be home to one of the four 
big bowl games which
 
take, pace 
on New Year's Day. I was 
'pretty
 
excited about my chances. I 
mean how 
many  people out 
there can be that good at some 
video game? 
I soon found 
out  my answer: 
plenty. 
The opening 
round of the 
tournament 





 would play the 
lower -ranked 
players  and the 
higher-ranked 
players  would 
eventually meet up 
in the later 
rounds, assuming
 they contin-
ued to win. 







 at the oppo-
nents 




most  points in 
the least 








 catch, in 
this round 
everyone 













 me all 




would  beat 

















he had a tad
 advan-
tage,  only 













ter of a 



































 shot at 
the 
lead. 











 so I 





 the end 





 back I saw
 my 
right 
side  wide 
receiver, 
Eric  




 in his 
direction 
and  as it 
fell, a 7-0 lead seemed near. 




 the pass, 
and I soon 
found
 out the Spartan 
wide 
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ble011eregrid. "It's a paid 
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 a lot of 
games,
 but 
far a'  whels 
















CVnic Arts website at 





 but sure -hand-
ed. My next two passes were also 
dropped. 
On 
fourth -and -10 from my 
25. 
yard line,! decided 





Newell, in the end zone one more 
time. While the pass seemed 
off 
the mark, 
I did get a second life 
when 
pass interference was 
called. 
One 
play  later, 
running  back 
James 
Hodgins had 
hit pay dirt 
after
 a perfectly 
tossed screen 
pass and a 















 It took my 
opponent  two 







 had a 
couple  of 
hours to 







I decided to 





 you the 
details, but 
his 
University  of Florida 
team 
was 
beating  my 
Syracuse 
University  team 








































































The big takedown 
Marketing major Karen Chung 
disarms  advertising major Ray 
Wong from his water gun during a 
self-defense  class Wednesday 
Kathy De La Torre/ Spartan
 Daily 
morning. The instructor provided water guns so students can prac-
tice getting out of assault situations. 
New dinosaur




  It 
was a 
monster  dinosaur built for 
catching 
fish, with razor teeth,
 a 




 could hook and hold 
the
 big ones. 
Researchers 
who found the 
fossil of this 36
-foot -long animal 
believe- it is 
a previously 
unknown
 species big 
enough
 and 
mean enough to 
have  dominated 
its 
world 100 million 
years ago. 
The new 
species, to be called 
Suchomimus 












 the fossils last
 year. 
"If you





 eye level would




 at a news 
con-














Suchomimus apparently was 
a fish eater, said Sereno, but it 
could threaten virtually any-
thing around it. 
"With its forearms and its 
jaws, it would have been able 
to 
take down 
just about anything," 
Sereno said. 
"It was the domi-
nant predator of its 
time." 
The animal was 
generally  
shaped like the
 T. rex, with two 
large hind legs, 
a powerful tail, 
forearms 




 a study being 
published Friday in the journal 
Science. 
But Suchomimus was a mem-
ber of a group of animals called 
spinosaurids that lived in the 
lands that became Africa, 





 million and 120 mil-
lion
 years ago. At that time, T. 





important new insights on the 
evolution and adaptation" of the 
spinosaur group of dinosaurs, 
said Thomas R. Holtz Jr., a 
University of  Maryland 
researcher. 
The fossil was found in Niger, 
on. the southwestern edge of the 
Sahara.
 In the dinosaur era, the 
area "was a lush climate that 
could support many different 
species of dinosaurs," Sereno 
said.
 
The animal's most distinctive 
feature is its long,
 pointed jaw, 
armed with about 100 teeth. The 
end of the jaw is tipped with an 
extra chin -like
 projection, called 
a rosette, that actually contains 
the largest 
teeth.
 The top and 
bottom 
teeth  mesh together 
to 
securely 





jaw is really 






 for snaring 
and 
Hawking.
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something  he 





























 a way to 


























 to the 
San Jose 












































show the impact of 
tech-















The  university will 
be holding a 
benefit
 
dinner with Hawking 







































































San  Pedro) 
swallowing."  
Suchomimus' 
teeth  also are 
typical of fish
-eating  crocodiles, 
lightly curved and 
hooked  and 





16 inches long and tipped 
with 12 -inch claws
 curved like a 
sickle.
 The two 
fingers ,on 
each 
hand had shorter, curved claws. 
"The hand
 is amazing," 
Sereno said. "It 
was probably 
ideal for fishing, for grabbing ... 
into those large fish." 
It's not known how the newly 
discovered
 Suchomimus died, 
but it 
apparently  was swept into 
a river, rolled over and over and 
was then buried
 by soil. When 
found in extreme desert, wind 
had eroded the 
sands  that had 
covered it for 100 million 
years.  
Other fossils found 
nearby 
suggest the area had been lush, 
with water and fish that attract-





Science's fund to 
upgrade computer hard-
ware  and  software, 
scholarships
 supple-
ments and lab instruments.
 
Also sponsoring the dinner are Intel and 
Clinimet ries, a 
biotechnology  firm in the Bay 
Area 
"This is a 
tremendous  opportunity for the 
university to have such a prestigious scien-
tist," said Leah Dowty, 
director of develop-
ment in the college of science.
 "We jumped at 
the 
chance  to be the academic sponsor." 
Hawking will be presenting a slide lec-
ture, 
"Theories
 of Everything." All 
2,700 tick-
ets for the lecture have been sold. 
However, 14 benefit dinner seats 




available by calling 924-5160. 
Dinner tickets include dinner at the 
Fairmont Hotel with Hawking, preferred 








I. SUSHI BAR 
One of the Best sushi boat 
restaurants  in Norf ern ornia 
Be selective
 Pick from your favorite 
sushi  dishes as they 
float through the 
restaurant,  then pay according to 
plate 
order. Plates are as low 
as




 soup, salad and rice only $4.95 
18 pcs vegitarian sushi only $6.95 
Beef terriaki,
 soup, salad, rice and California roll $5.50 
Salmon terriaki, soup,
 salad, rice and California roll $6.50 
All kinds of 6pcs rolls only $3.00 
All udon soup $5.50
 
KAKO BOAT 











938  0888 rezone shoos we'. .  









 2 10PM  S 10PM 

































































The first team 
consists of the 
top
 11 players out
 of the 20 
selected. 
Players are 
chosen by WAC 
women's soccer coaches 
based on 
their performance
 during the 
regular season. 
San Jose State University 
women's soccer 
coach  Philippe 
BIM said coaches could 
not pick 
players from
 their own teams. 
He added 
the  three SJSU play-
ers contributed a great
 deal to 




"They managed to 
stay 
focused and
 do what's best for 
the team," Blin said. 
Other 
Spartan  soccer players 
agreed with Blin that the award 
winners were able 
to contribute 
a great deal to the team. 
Spartan goalie Amee Brown 
said Silveira was able to show 
improvement during the last 
half of the season, and that was 
part of the reason why 
she was 
recognized. 
"Karli came out of her shell,"  
Brown said. "She didn't start 
playing her best until the second 
part
 of the season." 
Silveira is a sophomore who 
said she trasnferred from 
Washington State University 
because she 
prefers





acquainted with some of the 
Spartan players. 
Silveira will return to the 
team in the fall. 
"Hopefully, I will get better for 
next season," Silveira said. 
Aiu,
 who is originally from 
Spartan
 soccer players Karli Silveira (clockuse
 from left), Megan 
Nelson and Momi
 Aiu have all been elected to the Western Athletic 
Conference All -Pacific Team. Coaches from each of the 16 teams 
Hawaii, said her receiving an 
honor is due to the efforts of the 
entire team. 
"I think the award












would never have been recog
 







Nelson injured her knee-
 dur-
ing the WA(' championship tour-
nament in the game against 
Senithern Methodist University. 
Since it is Nelson's senior year, 
she 
will  not return to 
the team in 






pr Intl  








('1, ens  
Stahel./
 Spartitza Daily 
nominate 
10 players from teams other than
 their own and players 
receiving
 the most nominations are 






According to Blin, the 
three 
players will receive a 
trophy
 and 
a certificate for their accomplish-
ments. They may also be selected 
to play in national competitions. 
The- Spartan women's soccer 
team had a 5-15 record overall 
and a 2-4 record in the WAC 
during the regular season, win-
ning four of their last six games. 
The Spartans made the WAC 
Championship, 
which  was held 
in Provo, Utah, for the third con-
secutive year. 
They defeated Southern 
Methodist University in the first 
round, but lost 
in the semifinals 











The season ended for the 
Spartan
 men's soccer team 
Thursday, 
as it lost 3-1 to 
University
 of Tulsa in the 
first round
 of the Western 
Athletic  Conference 
champi-





20 minutes into the first  half 
when Anthony 
Pampilonia 
blasted a 20 -yard shot past 
Spartan 
goalie  Chris 
Humphreys.  
Humphreys was filling in 
for Gilbert Vega, who sat out 





Bradshaw headed in the sec-
ond goal 
eight  minutes later. 
With less than 
five min-
utes left in the first half, 
Spartan midfielder
 Lars 
Lyssand reduced Tulsa's 
lead to 2-1 with a header off 
a crossing 
pass  from 
Eduardo Martinez. 
SJSU (14-5-1) managed to 
stay within one goal 
ot
 Tulsa 
for most of the second half. It 
was not until the 88th 
minute that Tulsa scored its 
third goal, as forward Eric 
Dominguez slid a shot past 
Humphreys. 
With the win, Tulsa 
avenged 
Friday's  1-0 loss to 
the 
Spartans
 in the last 
WAC game of the regular 
season. 
Tulsa takes on No. 1 seed 
Southern 
Methodist 








Nitta  earn prestigious 
international  judo 




Wednesday night's judo prac-
tice was a calculated scramble of 
arms and legs  as it should be. 
On a team of 43 members, 
Brian Nitta 
and Amy Tong, both 
21, 
stand  out. Coaches Yosh 
Uchida and Dave Williams 
attest to this 
fact
 and the statis-
tics prove
 it. 
Along  with 12 teammates, 
both San Jose 
State University 
students 







U.S.  Open, in Colorado
 
Springs, 
Col., on Oct. 
23
 and 24. 
Within 
their  weight 
divisions,  
Nitta 
placed  second 
and Tong 
placed third.
 Tong was the 
only 
American 









was  10 years 
old,  








































 is a 
junior.
 "It has 
really 
helped improve my 
balance."  
Dave 








grown." Nitta has been practic-




got me into Judo," 




wanted  me to release i 
instead of bugging her." 
At 
age 5, Nitta asked his 
mother to enroll him in a sport, 
and she chose 
judo.  
"I just said, 
'OK,  this is cool 
Let's go with it,' " Nitta said 
He has 
been
 coming to cam-
pus to practice  with the SJSU 
team since he was 13 years old. 
Before that, Nitta practiced 
three nights per week with 
two  
local clubs. 
"I want tic make the Olympic 
team  that's the main reason
 
that drives me," 
Nitta  said. 




 a possibility. 
"Brian is a hard-working
 
young man 
who has a chance of 




said head coach 
Uchida, after whom the Spartan
 
Complex West
 was renamed last 
year. He has been coaching judo 
at SJSU since 1946, served 
as 
the first U.S. Olympic judo coach 
in 1964 and became the presi-
dent of U.S. judo in 
1997. 
Ming and Nitta will be 
travel-
ing to two international tourna-
ments. The first is the Pan-
American Championships, 





SJSU students  
five





Republic,  on Dec. 
13 for the second








 is made up of the 
collegiate
 
winners  from 
each
 division, 




Competitors  in unlo
 are divided 
into weight 
classes  and are
 mea-
sured  in kilograms.
 Nitta and 
Tong are in 




172 lb.) divisions, 
respectively. 
Williams is excited
 about the 
Prague.  tournament.
 
"Anytime  it's held 
in Europe, 
it's 
huge'," he said. 
Williams  said 
he. thinks 
judo is 










 in judo 









Both  Tong and
 Nitta 
are  considered






















The SJSI1 judo 
team
 practices 







 judo is a 
refinement
 of the 
























 of the 
University of Education in 
Tokyo. Neil Ohlenkamp of the 
Encino Judo Club 
writes that 
judo "is mastering the skill 
readily fell an opponent using a 
force much less than the oppo-
nent's strength." Points can be 
earned four ways: making a 
throw, 
holding
 an opponent for 
25 
seconds,  choke holds and
 arm 
bars.  
"In isolated parts of Japan, 
they had a lot of samurais," 





 devised a 
method of defending themselves 
from 
them." 
Samurais were Japanese 
war-
riors in feudal Japan. 
That method, 
Uchida  said, 
varies according to world regions 
and countries. 
Williams said 
SJSU  teaches 
the traditional 
Japanese -Asian 
style of judo, which 
is character-
ized by speed 
and technique. 
European judo, on the other 
hand, focuses on the 
strength  of 
the 
competitors.  According to 
Williams,
 Nitta follows 
Japanese  
style, while








ple are flying 




team's  next 
competition  is 
the Palo Alto 
Invitational
 Tournament, which 
will take 
place at 12:30 
p.m. 
Sunday at Palo 
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reat Haircuts for Ladies & Hen 
A new salon,
 accomplished  stylist, and our 
promise of a great look. Give
 us a chance to 
cut your hair. Let us 
prove 
what 
care,  the 









cut  out this 
ad and 






























 at the 
Pan-American  Judo 
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 to school 
















 M -F and 
TEACHER ASSISTANT 
(7:30-3:30) M -F. 
Contact  Lisa at 
408-723-5140.  
CLASSROOM 
AIDE,  30 HR/WK 






CIVIL ENGINEER Local water 
resources
 finn seeks 






Autocad req.d. Call 257-9252. 
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS - 
Job Code 10SPD.
 Part -Time & 
Full -Time. No 
Weekends, No Sales 
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to 
start. 
Provide member
 and teller 
services.
 Requires HS 
Diploma 
or equivalent and 2 
years  teller. 
proof, statements, vault or ATM 
experience. We offer generous 









 tuition assistance. 
Qualified candidates should fax 
or send resume to 
408758-2565,  
STAR ONE FCU, HR Dept.. P.O. 
Box 3643, 
Sunnyvaie, CA 94088 
3643. Please include job code. 
WINGER TRAINEEllebeniadretag 
firm needs energetic person to 
train and motivate sales reps. 
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary + bonus. 
Downtown 
San Iola 4M/4940200. 





 2nd St. 
Rex  hours, 
fuH or 
part-time.  Please 
call 
Kenn  





























































































apd  children. 
Contact Lisa 
at



































































































 the Los Gatos 





parlous awenende nee. haat be 
able 
S. OM  
5 IN and hove  
wad 
coL
 and your own tramp. 
Ean 
N $12.00Mr WM Tips. 








sidiary of Nonni SIMON Gate 
Is
 new Nang for *Mfg/Summer 
Ma. OWNS InOuft Frilerslealre
 
=ncdeirelepwarit
























































































































































Toddler,  and 
Reechcol
 Teachers 









also available that 
offer flexible 
hours. ECE 
units  are 
required  for teacher 
positions but 
not 
required  for Aide 
positions. 
Excellent  °opportunity for 
Child  
Development  majors. 
Please
 cat 





 to 248-7350. 
TEACH 
TRAFRC  SCHOOL PART RPM 
vaelends5 exenngs.
 No repteence 
necessary. Follow 
our lesson plan. 
Mast
 rem goxl commuicatichal
 
iesponstie & useable. 408971-7557 
DWI) haft Schol 
999 W. San Cate St. San .bee. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS  
School year & summer. 
Elem.  
school -age rec. program, P/T 
from 2-6pm. M.F during the 
school year. Some P/T morning 
positions  available from approx. 
7am-Ltan. F/T during 
summer  day 
camp
 prog. Xlnt salary. no ECE 
units req. Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec 
DeaCall
 Janet at 364-111700 x223. 
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY 












After  School 
Programs.
 
Day Care Centers. Etc. 
(40818668550  
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
is hiring Teachers. Aides di Subs 
for their School Age Child Care 
Centers in San Jose. ECE 
a). 
Psydh.  six.














If you are interested call 
14081283-9200





Greet Job for 
Students.  
F/T or P/T MI Shifts Available 
Permanent Shifts & Schedules 
Top Pay vr/ Marry Benefits! 
Cal or 








 Sin Calms 8, Prartccr. 
Wit We Cad ard Ray 9oe. 
MAKI MONEY
 NOW 
in Telecommunications and 







 extra help in 









PT/FT.  We 
sell 
discount 








 tie, 9arn9pm. Downtown 
near
 Vaal
 .4 blocks from S.61J. 




I'm a 33 yr
 
ok SJSU grad 
running a multi -million
 
dollar Intl Company. 
Seeking 
motivated  indiv to assist 
with
 





ANIMAL CARL reliable,  sett-moti-
vated, caring, sensible person for 
boarding kennel. Very flexible
 





 small salary. Saratoga 




TEACHER OPPORTUNMES, high 
quality, licensed childcare centers 
for
 2.12
 year olds. 
Recreation  
enrichment curriculum. 
 Flexible P1/FT positions 
 Days. Eves. Weekends 
 Team Environment 
 Min 
6 ECE required 







 throughout the Bay Area 
KidsPark 203-7929, Fax 
260-73E6  
 TEACHER  INSTRUCTOR  
P/T-
 
Elementary  Schools. 
Cepa a Credential N3T Rsquired 
Opportunity laTeectirg Experience. 












$500- $2.500/mo, Spare 
Time. 
$3,000-
 $6,000 mo. Full 
Time.  
We 






DIRECTORS  TEACHERS  ALES 
Thinang about a career waking with 
children?  The YMCA of Santa Claw 
Valley is nom hiring for
 
preschool aid 
school-age crod cae centers in San 
Jose,  Cupertino. Santa Clara. Los 
Gaos. Saratoga, Campbell. 
Etergeen and Palates. Ful and part-
time 
positions  available - hours 
ftexible around school. Fun staff 
teams, gest experience in working 
with children, career advancement. 




 mint/ern 6 




sociclogy, physical educabon and/ 
or other related fields. 
Please call 
Beth Profio at 408-291-8894 for 
more infornabon arid locabors. 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to 8600/month!
 
Become a Sperm Donor. 

















 now for part 
time  or 
flex time opportunities. 




Ambitious  and 
energetic people 
needed. FT/PT. EDT $8-815 per 
hour (average!. 
flexible, will work 




 for cart drivers for week-
ends 
only. Lots of fun and 
earn







connect you to 
Our VOiCeMall
 
Leave name and 
number where 
you 
can  be contacted. 
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES 
Special Ed / Regular Class. 






for application & information. 
BICYCLE MESSINGER 
Parttime, Reale Hours. 
Great for Students! 
Serving 









We we fain 
you. 
Student Frlencly.  
FT, PT, Wkdse & 
Muds.  
AS shifts.





































strong  team 
environment! 
Mn.
















 N. 3rd St. 
Minimun 12 Early Childhood 
Ed. units required. 






firm needs energetic person to 
train 
and motivate sales reps. 
20-36 
hrs. wk. Salary + bonus. 
Downtown Senrose. 408/4940200. 
SAVE MART  SUPERMARKETS 
JOIN OUR
 TEAM!! 
We are remodeling our stores
 in 
San Jose and 
Milpitas!  
And Cpenng a Nerd
 
Store nNmerber  
at 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose! 
Positions 
Available: 
*Grocery Clerks *Produce Clerks 
Bakery/Del Cans *Service Clerks 
*CPA Clerk 
Meat/Seafood  Oaks 
Ad positions offer  competitive 
pay
 
and a full benefits package! 
Please see store manager for an 
application a the flowing locatiaa: 
3251 So. White Rd San .tee 
3475 krclfee Rd. San 
Jose
 
1070 Story Rd. San Jose 
1641 N. Capitol Ave San Jose 
215W.
 Calaveras B. kepitas 




environment vs do gyeemplownert 




CRUSE SHP EMPLOYMENT 
- Work-
ers earn up to $2.000+/month
 
1w/tips & benefits). Maid Travel!
 
LandTour jobs up to $5,000. 
$7.000/summer. Ask
 us how! 
517-3364235 Ext. C60411 
OVUM 
DONORS NEEDED 
! Women ages 21-32. Healthy. 
Responsible, All Nationalities 
Give 




stipend  & expenses paid. 
We especially need 
Japanese and 
Chinese  Donors. 
PLEASE CALL 
US
 AT VAVFC 
(SOO) 314-9996 
USE A PHONE LATELY? 
Licensed 

















ATTN: SJSU FACULTY 
Live 
half











sate. Lg. kitchen. parlour. 
formal 
dining room, inside laundry room. 
3 large 




in closet on 2nd floor, plus 
finished
 basement





 as student rental. 
Call 
for details.








Only 25 available with 
this ad 






Thesis,  Term 
Papers. aware. 
Group  Projects, 
lassurres. Al Fomiats, Specializing 
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/ 
Punctuation/ 




PROFESSIOVOL WILD PROCESSNG. 
247-2681,  8am-8pm. 
ANNA'S
 WORD PROCESSING 




for your applications for med/law 




Machine.  Notary Public. 
Call  Anna at 972-4992. 
PROFESSKRIAL Word Repining 
Theses, Tenn Papers. Resumes, 
Gran Projects, etc. All formats. 
specializing in 
APA.  Tape 
transcription. Fax
 machine. 







NEALTH & BEAUTY 
LOSE WEIGHT NOW
 100 people 
warted. Wel pay you to rose 10-29 
lbs in 30 days. 408-225-7250. 
MEN & WOMEN 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing,  tweezing 
or 
using  chemicals. Let us 
permanently remove your 
unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip 
 
- Chin  Tummy 
etc. 
Students & faculty 
receive 15% 
discount. First 
appt. 1/2 price if 




621 E. Campbell Ave. 
*17,  Orb. 
(406) 379-3600. 
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME 
Hand numbness,  Tingling 
sensation.
 Loss of fine touch. 
Accidentally 
dropping  things? 
It may be 
less senous. 
It is not necessarily CTS. 
Call
 for free consultation. 
Dr. 












 own probe or disposable. 
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247-7466 
SgRYKES 




ghostwriting. Essays, application 
statements,  
reports,  etc 
Please
 call 




FREE writing tips now available at 
vrww.acadorelcwrItfrog.com 
POST YOUR RESUME on the WED 
For $35 post on 15 Web sites 
Send resume  payment to: 




 + F/T or P/T. 
Save money and
 time! 
Recruiters call you direct," 











organization and grammar by 
Alicia.
 SCU Graduate - 
BA in 
Erglish Juns Doctorate 
14081
 229 9305. 
STUDENT





30%  60% 
on your dental needs. 
For  *do call 1-800-655-3225. 
AUTO FOR
 
99 PRELUDE Si. 
back,  auto. a/c,  
power 
everything  Great student
 
car 
142K Nry mi Sunroof. Runs 




ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 
2 
BDRM  APT. Lass than a block from 







amenities, small salary 
In exchange for animal care at 
boarding facility.
 Very flexible 
hours, fun animals,  nice people. 
Saratoga location. Ideal 
for part-
time student.
 Call 397-2074. 
ROOM FOR RENT 
Beautiful 4 




 in Hills above 
Berryessa & White. $450/mo + 
8450 deposit. For 
appointment.  
call Ken at 408-793-2802. 
Females 
only,  no kids. 
5000+ SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME 
to share in 51, located on a 
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic 
view, 10 






for more information. 
EVENTS 
UNA' HOP & ZYDECO DANCES. 
some Fridays. at First 
Christian.  
80 S. Fifth St. Call 408.3561375. 
COMPUTERS ETC', 
NEW LAPTOPS/DESKTOPS 
$60/mo for 12 
months+$1buyout  
No credit 
checks/no  lease 
MAN' .earthcomptcom/tH1031rtml  
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE 
We buy, sell & trade computers. 
486,
 Pentium, 






 Repair  & Upgrades 
5% 
Student/Fac
 Discount w/ID 
5263 Prospect Rd. Si, between 








Serving SISU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Enters" 
"Good Rates
 fix NonGood Drivers' 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS: 





FREE  QUOTE 
NO 
HASsi  F  
NO OBUGATION
 
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
AUMAMMfflZ1  
WADES Dynamic /MN SOO/ Rep* 
Your-Cl insurance
 specialist. 
Specializing in minor & midsize 
damage. 
Visit





 1st St. *120 














 speak telephone 




readers should be 
remaded  Met yawn reeking 




Inforrnation before sending 
mmay for peas or eenicee. 
In addition,
 readers should 




ert mmmmm for discount
 
Meader* or 






RATES  FOR 




 ad here. Line is 30 
spaces,
 including letters, numbers,
 punctuation & spaces 















































fah deo, rale Increases




















 $70  
10-14  knot 
$90
 





















SenJoisk CA 15r492-04119 
 °maned dealt 
is eased 
in Omoht  Berm, 
Hit Room 209 
In Duane: 
1003
 arn two 
weekdays
 before piblicelon. 
in Al Ms ere 
























 _Reel Enos 
_Announcements' _Swoons* 






_Mos For Saw 
_Entitlement' 
_Cavilers  PC _Trail 
_Waled _Tublng 







available  for those classifications.
 $6.00 for .3
 Ins 
ad for 3 
days. Ads 






and 2pm. Student 10 required. 
' Lad & 
Found  ads 
are 
offered  free,
 3 lines for 3 















APAInfillIff  -St75/MO. 
 Security type building 
 Secure Panting 










SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BORN APTS. 
Live in luxury and walk to 
school! 
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full 
gym,  on -site management,  all 
appliances included. central A/C. 







201 So. 4th St. (408)2793639. 
FOR SALE
 
SURFBOARD 710" PIN TAIL. 
Great condition. 
$225.  Call after 
6pm,
 ask for Am, 408-3238231. 
=BM 
8I-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math: 








  Eiectnc 





 All levels 
Call: Michael 408-298.7576 
Email: tutor90763Vaotcorn 
ENGLISH EDMNG & TUTORING 
Experienced with the needs of 
Foreign Students. 
Credentialed 
Teacher & MA. 
Go To: YAW/ .MyEditor.com 
And/Or




















guitar  or bass. All 
levels welcome' Beginning. 
Intermediate  or Advanced. Learn 
any style. Jazz. Blues,  Rock,  
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk. 
Call
 Bill at 408 298-6124. 
CAIHM_DIAM6 
ATTENTION





 Psi Coed 
Professional
 Business Fraternity 










$549. with the 





 out of 
Si,
 
full  condos 5 
night 
stay.  4 of 5 day 
lift 
pass.  2 hot tubs, 
parties & great 
snow. 
Students  & non
-students.  
Call 
Mark  at 408-292-0955. 
GREEK MESSAGES 
ATTN: 
SJSU  FRATS - 
NEED MORE HOUSING?? 
Own this restored Victorian 
home, half block





room. inside laundry 
room.  3 ig 
bedrooms on main floor. plus 
enormous bedroom w/walroin 
closet on 2nd floor, 
phis finished 
basement room ideal for addition-










 Motorola Pagers. $89 value. 
Call 
1688240.0310,
 give sponsor 
0098544. For WEB SURFERS: 
htm://wvm.tel3.corn/0098544/
 
or call me at 
1831-3732010.  
EARN S15  VANE STUDYING 
FREE 
INFORMATION  
Wise "Caege Cash" 422 Shaw Rd. 
Walnut Creek, CA 94596 
ATTN: SJSU PARENTS 
Turn your student 
housing
 
EXPENSE into real INCOME




 this restored Victorian 
home, 
half  block from campus. 
Great income history as student 
rental. Use as residence for 
your student, and additional 
income 
for  you. Large 
kitchen, 
parlour. formal
 dining room, inside 
laundry room, 3 Ig bedrooms on 
main floor. plus enormous bed-
room w/walkm
 
closet  on 
2nd 
floor, plus finished basement 
room
 ideal for additional
 bed-
room. Call 


























































































Bright  flowers  





























Wise  Men 
3 Racetrack
 






























































11 Surprse attack 
52 
Has 
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19 Part 
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Compiled by Spartan Daily Staff 
Aries 
March 21 to 
April  20 
With term papers coming up, 
you  keep on 
telling yourself, "Hey I'll take care of my 
respon-
sibilities after my papers." Who the hell are you 
kidding? Stop wasting your time.
 
Head and Shoulders 
has nothing on you. 
Flake.
 
Famous Arian: "Crazy" 
John Meyer 
Taurus 
April  21 to May 20 
Hey, calm down. That "F" 
you got for your 
assignment?
 It isn't because the
 teacher doesn't 
like you. It isn't 
because the teacher is 
out  to get 
you. What 
can  I say? Learn how to 
write. You get 






May 21 to June 21 
Sometimes you feel like a nut. Sometimes you 




Either you are too tired, or you can't get it up. 
We know the answer. Viagra. Buy some. 
If you are frigid, eat some chocolate. 
Famous Geminian: Joe Montana 
Cancer 
June 22 to July 22 
South Pole. Golden Rod. Come often. Backhoe. 
Suck it up. Jolly Time popcorn. Spear tip aspara-
gus. Little Smokies. Beat around the bush. 
Tongue in cheek. 
Enough already! Get your mind out of the gut-
ter. 
Famous Cancerian: Gary Busey 
Leo 
July 23 to August 22 
Attention is the 
main  goal of your life. You 
have to be in 
the  thick of it. No one can upstage 
you. It has gotten so bad, you have gotten
 jealous 
of the bums around 
campus,  who talk to more 
people 
than
 you do. 
Here's a suggestion: You don't need to get dirty, 
have 
bloodshot eyes and hound students
 for 
spare change 
for your crack habit. 
Famous Leonian: 
Yvette  Anna "The Truth Hurts" 
Trejo. 
Virgo 
August 23 to September 22 
You are driven. When a problem arises, all 
effort is 
put  into attaining the solution. Nothing 
gets in your way. Hell, you would even knock over 
a baby taking its first steps. When the problem is 
solved, a deep sense
 of pride of emotion exudes 
from your epidermis. Wow. So you have finally 
learned how to 








September 23 to October 22 
It's 
Friday  the 13th! Dodge the black cat. Avoid 
the ladder. Don't step on a 
sidewalk crack. Stay 
away from mirrors. Throw 
some
 salt over your 
shoulder.
 Wait a minute, you already do  that. 
Instead,  lock yourself in the bathroom and put 
duct tape over your mouth 
to stop yourself from 
saying "Bloody Mary"
 and "Candyman." 
Famous Libran: Paul "Crocodile Dundee" Hogan 
Scorpio 
October 23 to November 22 
"The Little Engine that Could" is close to por-
traying your life except for one catch:
 You have a 
little engine, but
 can't. 




November 23 to December 21 
Polo, Tommy 
Hilfiger, DKNY, Guess and Fubu 
consume your existence.To you, life is based on 
fashion. 
When the news came out about Thomas 
Jefferson's new 
lineage,
 your dumb ass went to 
Macy's. 
Famous Sagittarian: 
Henri  Toulouse Lautrec 
Capricorn  




 detail. It is your 
passion. It is 
your 
life.  The Fourth of July? 
You know that the 
Declaration of 
Independence was 
signed  on the 
third. 
As
 a proponent to the 
almighty  detail, you 
spend 
countless  hours trying to 
make  sure people 
follow the almighty 
gospel.
 But alas, nobody 
cares. 
Don't say, "Why even
 f***ing bother?" 
Rejoice in the fact 
that
 you know that the 
Elyssian fields are a 
subdivision  of Hades. 
Famous 






 21 to February 19 
Your weekend 
objective  is clear. It is astricted 
that you ingurgitate populous 
passles  of pallia-
tive libations until 
you  dispense shaft offscour-
ings 
through
 the embouchment 
interstice.  
Layman terms: You need
 to get drunk until you 
throw up. 
Famous Aquarian: 
Wayne "The Great One" 
Gretzky 
Pisces 
February 20 to March 20 
Face it, you like
 to do things the hard way.
 For 
you, the shortest distance 
between two points is a 
curved line.
 You still use the 
library  as, compared 
with the faster Internet. 
When you applied for 
financial aid, 
you waited in 30 
lines  instead of 10. 
Well, good for you. 
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the  key 
Gulf 
countries  stand















 hinted if 
President  Clinton 
decided  to use 
force it might 




have thought well 
beyond 
hour one, day one and week one,"
 
he said during
 an appearance at 
the 




"There are lots of 
ways  we can 
make sure he loses on day one 
and thereafter."
 
Talbott said Clinton had not 
made a final decision. "This cri-
sis can end peacefully,"
 said the 
State Department official and 
former classmate of the presi-
dent. 
Today, Clinton telephoned 
leaders  in Germany, Sweden, 
Belgium and the Netherlands, 
continuing
 to try to round up 





told a group of 
Navy
 offi-




Hussein. We're saying 
comply. A 
failure to comply could result in 
a military operation and 
we're 
hoping that doesn't take place." 
Cohen added: "He wants to 
get inspectors out so they can't 




Pentagon  chief said, 
"We're not 
seeking
 to go to war. 
We're seeking to avoid
 it. All he 
has to do 
is comply. The 
choice  is 
his." 
On
 Capitol Hill, 
where sup-
port for military
 action is strong,
 
Sen.  Richard 
Lugar,  R -Ind., 
said
 
strikes  are 




House  to 





 the Iraqi presi-
dent, from power. 









Saddam and killing him? "I sus-
pect then he will have 
to
 be 
killed,"  Lugar said. 
In a 
joint statement, Egypt, 
Syria, Saudi Arabia, United 






































more miseries and tragedies." 
















Rubin said the statement 
"reflects the growing and near 
unanimity, especially in the Arab 
world, that Iraq is responsible 
solely for the 
consequences."  
As Clinton weighed a decision 
on whether to authorize military 
action and 
new U.S. forces 
moved
 to the region, White 
House spokesman Joe Lockhart 
said he was 
"not
 aware that any-
one has put an artificial 
timetable" on it. 
"The president has a 
variety  
of options 
available  to him," 
Lockhart said. "His 
national 
security team has worked hard 
over the 
last few days to provide 
him the maximum flexibility in 
pursuing the 










 at sub -freezing 
temperatures with limited 
access to clean
 water and very 
little food. She
 said the rough 
terrain made it hard for 
rescuers 
to find them. 
She  added those 
who did not hide in the moun-
tains went to 
live with relatives. 
"They stay up to 30 in a two -
bedroom 
apartment,"  Harris 
said. 
After 




the audience about the reasons 
why 
the "ethnic cleansing" took 
place 
and why nations like the 
United States did little or noth-
ing to 
help. 
"There is no 
oil there," 
Danopoulos said 
in reply to a 
question about why the U.S. 
intervened in the Middle East 
and not the Balkans. "There are 
also too many different groups," 
Danopoulos said, referring to the 
Serbs, Croats and Muslims liv-
ing in Kosovo. "It's too complex." 
The discussion was sponsored 
by the International Relations 
Association, which, according to 
club president Lorena Bernal, 
brings a speaker to campus each 
week to discuss issues from 
around 
the world. 
"This has been going on for so 
long and no one bothers to bring 
it up," Bernal said, referring to 
Kosovo. "It's too big to ignore." 
SJSU student 
Karim Kahwaji 
attended the discussion in order 
to present some of the issues 
that concern him, 
"My main purpose was to 
address the 
refugee  issue 
because the international com-
munity didn't handle human 
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